
Installing Technical Preview 2103 
In this post, I will show you how to install / upgrade Technical Preview and explore new features.  I am 

currently running TP2102.  Will complete the upgrade from the console. 

Below are the links to TP2103 documentation.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/get-started/2021/technical-preview-2103 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/download-baselines-from-

community-hub-in-configuration-manager/ba-p/2183026#.YEBtS0phF9E.twitter 

 

Just clicked check for updates and it is ready to download / install TP2103 

 

 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/get-started/2021/technical-preview-2103
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/download-baselines-from-community-hub-in-configuration-manager/ba-p/2183026#.YEBtS0phF9E.twitter
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/download-baselines-from-community-hub-in-configuration-manager/ba-p/2183026#.YEBtS0phF9E.twitter


 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

When, I got below error, I restarted the server and terminated configuration manager remote service 

from task manager to update the console. 

 

 

 

 

 



NEW FEATURES: 

Configuration Manager Cmdlet Library changes - Changes to the Windows PowerShell cmdlets for 

Configuration Manager version 2103. In addition to new cmdlets, changes may include new 

functionality, bug fixes, or cmdlet deprecation. Some changes may not be backwards compatible. If you 

use one of the cmdlets listed in the release notes, carefully review the changes to understand how they 

may affect your use. 

 

Community hub support for configuration baselines - Community hub now supports contributing and 

downloading configuration baselines including the child configuration items. This integration allows 

administrators to easily share and reuse configuration baselines and configuration items. Baselines with 

software updates or version-specific references aren't supported. Contributing and downloading 

configuration baselines is also available for current branch versions of Configuration Manager. For more 

information, see What's new in community hub and Contribute to the community hub. 



 

Tenant attach: Antivirus policy supports exclusions merge- When a tenant attached device is targeted 

with two or more antivirus policies, the settings for antivirus exclusions will merge before being applied 

to the client. This change results in the client receiving the exclusions defined in each policy, allowing for 

more granular control of antivirus exclusions. 

 



New CMG deployments use TLS 1.2- Starting this release, new deployments of the cloud management 

gateway (CMG) by default enable the option to Enforce TLS 1.2. This change doesn't affect existing 

deployments. While not recommended, if you need to use the less secure TLS protocol versions, you can 

still disable this option. 

Cloud attach during site upgrade- Microsoft Endpoint Manager is an integrated solution for managing 

all of your devices. Cloud attach brings together Configuration Manager and Intune into a single console 

called Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center. If you haven't already enabled the following cloud 

attach features, now the site upgrade process lets you cloud attach the site: 

 

This concludes all the new features of TP2103. 

Thanks 

Ram Lan 
4th Mar 2021 
 


